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20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION !!! The ultimate "Book of the Dragon" for magick-users and fantasy

enthusiasts alike. This completely revised and expanded edition of the underground cult classic

"Draconomicon" offers powerful teachings and lore of 'dragon magick' and its legacy. Discovering

the wisdom & power of the dragon has never been easier. Come and initiate yourself to the Great

Mysteries and venture on a journey beginning in the primordial depths of the primeval abyss of the

"Great Universal Dragon" and following through millennium of ageless mysteries into the present

age... and the future! Whether looking to incorporate the "dragon" into your personal spiritual or

magical tradition or even simply as a unique and remarkable treasury of esoteric knowledge as

revealed by a leading member of the occult underground, Joshua Free, the "Draconomicon" is the

perfect addition to your literary collection and everyday life. The Dragon Legacy is an important part

of the history and traditions of cultural magic and the development of human civilization as a whole.

Nothing is separate. And this is one of the messages we learn from the Dragon. That everything is

connected together and we cannot see things in exclusion to other things if we are to see things for

how they truly are â€“ another gift of the Dragon. Hidden in the depths of the Dragon lair is a legacy

of bloodlines, secret pacts and cults, the symbolism of an entire universe and the means by which it

can be controlled. This is perhaps one of the best kept secrets or grand conspiracies in the history

of occultism. It is the undefiled, raw and primordial truth of things â€“ just as we would expect the

Druids to understand them. With understanding comes wisdom.
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Joshua Free is the founder of Mardukite Research Organization (2008) and the prolific author of

many works including Sumerian Religion, The Sorcerer's Handbook of Merlyn Stone, Necronomicon

Anunnaki Bible, Vampyre's Bible, Cybernomicon and many others. In the 1990's he was the

youngest initiate of the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids in England until he left to independently

pursue the origins of the Celtic Druids - resulting in the "Book of Elven-Faerie". Although best known

for his work on Sumerians, the Anunnaki and Babylonian Tradition for the "Mardukites", his work on

the Dragon Legacy and modern Pheryllt Druid tradition is also paramount. His writing has even

been used to introduce the third volume from Douglas Monroe, "The Deepteachings of Merlyn"

(published in 2011).

To be honest this wasn't quite what I have hoped it would be. While it does contain a considerable

amount of historical and cultural information, it doesn't contain anywhere near as much information

on magical practices as I had hoped. The book still does contain useful information, although, as far

as things in the nature of magical work most of what it contains can be found elsewhere, but there is

some information that is unique to the work. All in all there is enough information for the book to be

of some value, but not near enough for it to be a stand alone work and unless a person has

knowledge and skill already the book will be of little use as far as things magical. it gets three stars

because of the historical and cultural information and for that alone it is something worth having, but

if you want a source for in depth magical information, one should add other works along with it.
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